
Boilerre Overview CP

The equipment breakdown expertise you need.
The flexible relationship you never thought possible.



Seven key reasons to make Travelers BoilerRESM  
part of your growth plans 

         A century of experience

For more than 100 years, Travelers BoilerRe has been 
honing the specialized skills and the advanced technology 
necessary to serve the equipment breakdown needs of 
businesses of all sizes – from small BOP exposures to large, 
high-challenge risk accounts. By working with us, you can 
immediately benefit from the depth of our knowledge and 
the breadth of our support.

         Flexible reinsurance relationships

While we are most interested in developing long-term 
relationships, we offer a variety of ways to utilize  
our expertise:
• Treaty

• Semi-automatic Facultative Treaty

• Facultative Treaty

• Individual Facultative Arrangements

         Your choice of plans

We’re not rigid in our approach – rather, we’re 
collaborative in our dealings. Here, you’ll be able to  
choose from a variety of plans to complement your  
own business model, including:
• 100% Traditional Reinsurance with Profit Sharing

• Alternative Quota Share

 – Assume 25–50% of Earned Premium
 – Assume Risk
 – Optional per Risk Occurrence Cap

• Net Reinsurance

• Cost Plus Pricing

         Complete array of insurance solutions

You can count on us as your insurance resource now – and 
as you grow. We are continually enhancing our portfolio to 
help you address your insureds’ evolving needs and your 
agents’ latest opportunities.

Our offerings include:
• Equipment Breakdown Reinsurance, such as:

 – Business Owner Plans (BOP and MOP)
 – Commercial Multi-Peril (CMP)
 – Farmowners
 – Homeowners
 – Monoline Pools
 – Program Business

• With access to specialty products, such as:
 – Identity Theft
 – Property Reinsurance
 – Residual Market (WC)
 – Employee Practices Liability (EPL)
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         Expert engineering services

To address the complex nature of equipment breakdown 
coverage, Travelers BoilerRE maintains a nationwide team of 
National Board certified inspectors focused on performing
jurisdictional inspections. Leveraging our advanced 
technology, our team handles every aspect of these 
required inspections – from identifying inspectable objects 
and conducting inspections to completing the state-specific 
forms. In addition to conducting jurisdictional inspections, 
our experienced Risk Control staff is also available to  
help your insureds:
• Identify and evaluate equipment exposures

• Evaluate existing maintenance and repair programs –  
or help you establish new ones

• Develop appropriate testing procedures

        Responsive claim services

Complementing our sophisticated engineering services are 
our responsive claim services. As a Travelers BoilerRE client, 
you’ll be assigned a dedicated Claim Manager who will 
work hand in hand with your claim management to direct 
claims activities. Our experienced claim staff is customer 
driven and focused on adjusting claims with your insureds’ 
interests in mind.

Not only can you rely on the professionalism of our  
staff, you can count on the responsiveness of our service. 
Typically, within 24 hours of being notified of a claim,  
we’ll be in contact with your team and the insured so  
that claims can be settled quickly and business can be 
resumed promptly.

        Seamless extension of your department

Despite the benefits, some carriers still worry they may not 
have the time or the talent to support this line of business. 
With Travelers BoilerRE, there is no cause for concern.  
Our staff will support you every step of the way.

• Filing assistance. Not only will we help you write the 
equipment breakdown wording for your policies, we’ll 
assist you with the rate filings.

• Training. Our team is also available to train agents, 
underwriters and claims personnel. We’re committed to 
maximizing their comfort with – and success in – selling 
this critical coverage.

• Sales materials. We’ll also serve as your source for 
customized marketing and sales materials to help you 
promote your enhanced coverage.

• Business tracking. To help you monitor the success of 
your equipment breakdown offering, we’ll provide you 
with monthly “stewardship reports.” These reports, rich 
in meaningful data, will give you the tools you need to 
grow a profitable book of business in this area.

All of the specialists on our team are committed to one 
common mission: to make it as easy as possible for you 
to grow your book of business. We look forward to the 
opportunity of tailoring a complete program that addresses 
your specific goals.  
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Why Travelers BoilerRE 

At Travelers BoilerRE, we’re looking for long-term relationships, not just another “reinsurance deal.” By 
working with us, a trusted provider of boiler and machinery insurance for more than 100 years, you gain 
access to our underwriting knowledge, specialized expertise and state-of-the-art technology. And thanks 
to our flexible approach, you’ll be able to utilize this expertise while still doing business the way you want  
to do business.



Interested in increasing your revenue potential – without increasing your staffing expenses?  
Want to maximize the coverage you provide for clients – while minimizing the E&O exposure of agents? 
If so, you’ll want to work with Travelers BoilerRE to add specialized equipment breakdown coverage to 
your product portfolio. We’re experienced in making it painless for carriers who do not have an in-house 
boiler department to bring this essential coverage to their customers – seamlessly.

Visit boilerre.com

http://boilerre.com


boilerre.com

The Travelers Indemnity Company and its property casualty affiliates. One Tower Square, Hartford, CT 06183

This material does not amend, or otherwise affect, the provisions or coverages of any insurance policy or bond issued by Travelers. It is not a representation that coverage does or does not exist for 
any particular claim or loss under any such policy or bond. Coverage depends on the facts and circumstances involved in the claim or loss, all applicable policy or bond provisions, and any applicable 
law. Availability of coverage referenced in this document can depend on underwriting qualifications and state regulations.

© 2019 The Travelers Indemnity Company. All rights reserved. Travelers and the Travelers Umbrella logo are registered trademarks of The Travelers Indemnity Company in the U.S. and other countries.  
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